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Abstract—In this paper, we aim to improve the performance
and power metrics of packet-switched network-on-chips (NoCs)
and beneﬁts from the scalability and resource utilization advantages of NoCs and superior communication performance of
point-to-point dedicated links. The proposed method sets up the
virtual point-to-point (VIP) connections over one virtual channel
(which bypasses the entire router pipeline) at each physical
channel of the NoC. We present two schemes for constructing
such VIP circuits. In the ﬁrst scheme, the circuits are constructed
for an application based on its task-graph at design time. The
second scheme addresses constructing the connections at runtime using a light-weight setup network. It involves monitoring
the NoC trafﬁc in order to detect heavy communication ﬂows and
setting up a VIP connection for them using a run-time circuit
construction mechanism. The proposed mechanism is compared
to a traditional packet-switched NoC and some modern switching
mechanisms and the results show a signiﬁcant reduction in the
network power and latency over the other considered NoCs.
Index Terms—Multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC),
network-on-chip (NoC), performance evaluation, power
consumption, virtual point-to-point (VIP).

I. Introduction
MONG DIFFERENT on-chip communication mechanisms, point-to-point connections where packets travel
on dedicated pipelined wires which directly connect their
source and destination nodes can yield the ideal performance
and power results. A network-on-chip (NoC) [1]–[3] increases
these ideal values by the delay and power related to the router
pipeline stages (buffer read/write, route selection, arbitration
and crossbar traversal). An analytical and experimental comparison of the power and performance metrics of dedicated
point-to-point links and NoCs can be found in [4] and [5].
Poor scalability and considerable area overhead are the important drawbacks of dedicated links. In addition, predicting
the delays of these links before the late stage in the design
cycle (when the actual layout and routing are performed)
is difficult [6]. In [7], the authors compare some on-chip
communication schemes and show that NoCs are the most
predictable mechanism in terms of the difference between the
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estimated and actual working frequency (obtained before and
after placement and route).
In this paper, we introduce a packet-switched NoC which
can also provide low-power and low-latency dedicated virtual point-to-point (VIP) paths between any two nodes by
bypassing the pipeline of the intermediate routers. In this
design, one virtual channel (VC) of each physical channel is
designated to bypass the router pipeline stages. In this VC, the
buffer is replaced by a register (1-flit buffer) which holds the
flits arriving on the VC. Moreover, the switch allocator, VC
allocator, and flow-control units are slightly modified in order
to store VIP paths (by keeping the selected output port for
each incoming VIP connection) and provide each VIP with its
required bandwidth. The packets traveling on VIP connections
do not find any channel busy along their path by prioritizing
them over the packet-switched data and also not allowing the
VIP connections to share the same links (i.e., each router port
can be used by at most one VIP connection). Consequently,
being constructed by chaining the VIP registers along the
path, VIP connections can act as a dedicated pipelined-link. In
other words, the flits only travel over the crossbars and links
which cover the actual physical path between their source and
destination nodes and skip through buffer read, buffer write
and allocation operations.
However, unlike dedicated point-to-point links, which are
physically established between the communicating nodes of
a multicore chip (based on the communication pattern of
the target application) and are fixed during the system lifetime, the VIP connections are dynamically reconfigurable and
can be established based on the traffic pattern exhibited by
the running application. It is an important feature, as several
different applications are integrated onto today’s multicore
systems-on-chip (SoCs) and chip multiprocessors (CMPs) and
communication characteristics can be very different across
the applications. Besides, being established over conventional
NoCs, VIPs benefit from the predictability and reusability of
NoC architectures.
The fact that VIPs are not allowed to share the same
link restricts the number of VIPs that can simultaneously
exist in the network. However, in most of the applications
implemented as a multicore SoC [8], [9] each core communicates with a few other cores (less than 3, on average).
Similarly, CMPs, as a replacement for the traditional multichip multiprocessors, can benefit from both temporal and
spatial communication locality of their typical workloads.
Temporal locality represents the effect of temporal aggregation
of the inter-core communications [10]. High-temporal locality
suggests that during any given time period, inter-core communication occurs across a certain number of connections,
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which can be called a communication working set. Spatial
locality is determined by the distribution of the connections
in the application and determines the size of the working set.
It has been shown that in most of the CMP benchmarks, each
node tends to have a small number of favored destinations for
the messages it sends [11]. For example, the NASA advanced
supercomputing (NAS) parallel benchmark suite exhibits very
high-spatial locality and, therefore, contains small working
sets [11]. Similar behavior has been reported for scientific [11]
and commercial workloads [12]. As a result, we expect the VIP
connections to be able to handle most of the on-chip traffic
and deliver them to the destination node with near-ideal power
consumption and delay. Nonetheless, if the VIP connections
cannot cover all of the inter-core traffic, the VIPs are set up
for higher volume communication flows to obtain more power
and performance gains and the other flows will use the packetswitched network.
Our early results showed that VIPs are a promising onchip communication mechanism [1], [14]. In this paper, we
first introduce a static mechanism for VIP construction. In
this scheme, the VIPs are constructed for an application
based on its task-graph at mapping and route selection phases
of the NoC design procedure. In multicore SoCs, mapping
involves physically placing the cores in the network, while
in CMPs with several identical processing nodes, mapping is
accomplished by assigning each task to a network node. On
starting execution of each application, the corresponding VIP
connections are set up in the network. We then propose a
dynamic circuit construction mechanism which uses a lightweight setup network in order to monitor the network traffic
pattern and dynamically set up a VIP for the traffic flows with
a communication volume higher than a predefined threshold.
The setup network consists of a root node together with a
simple network. This simple network provides the root node
with current NoC state. The root node finds a VIP of minimum
conflicts with already established VIP connections for highvolume communication flows. Finding the best path for setting
up a VIP of a requesting communication flow is carried
out in parallel with normal NoC operation, hence it does
not accompany the long circuit setup-time of the traditional
circuit-switched NoCs. We also investigate different aspects of
dynamic and static VIP connections and evaluate their impact
on NoC power and performance, compared to some efficient
NoC designs including express virtual channels (EVC) and
speculative pipelined routers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys some related work. Section III introduces the proposed
router architecture. A static and a dynamic scheme for constructing VIP connections is presented in Sections IV and V,
respectively. Section VI presents the experimental results, and
finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. Related Work
The need for scalable on-chip communication architectures
is pointed out in [2], [15]–[20]. Improving the power and
performance metrics of packet-switched NoCs by integrating
a second switching mechanism has been addressed in several

previous works, such as hybrid circuit packet-switched networks [21], EVCs [4], and long range links [22].
Reducing the average packet hop count by physical bypass
paths is introduced in [23]. The authors showed that their
method reduces the NoC power consumption with 10% area
overhead when running a multimedia application. However,
our proposal reduces the average packet hop count by virtually
bypassing the intermediate routers, and as will be shown in
Section VI, it gives improvements close to this reconfigurable
NoC, with a negligible area overhead.
Circuit-switching [24] has been used in a number of NoC
architectures to reduce on-chip communication latency, when
compared to packet-switched networks, since packets need
not go through routing and arbitration once circuits are set
up. However, this switching method often suffers from performance degradation due to circuit setup delay and poor resource
utilization. The structure of VIP connections in this paper
differs from the circuits in traditional circuit-switched NoCs
in two ways: first, unlike circuit-switching, VIPs do not work
based on time slot reservation, hence do not accompany the
complex slot allocation procedure and poor resource utilization
of circuit-switching. Second, in both static and dynamic VIP
construction schemes proposed in this paper, the long setup
time of the circuit-switching is removed.
Some methods try to benefit from the interesting properties of two switching methods (circuit and packet switching
methods) by integrating them into a single NoC fabric [12],
[18], [25], [26]. Our proposal also differs from these NoCs,
since the main task of the packet-switched part of them is to
carry out the circuit setup process rather than transferring the
application data. They also give no specific algorithm to find
a path for the circuits, while we develop an efficient algorithm to find the best path for a VIP. Message-passing asynchronous network-on-chip providing guaranteed services over
OCP (MANGO) NoC [18], for example, provides connectionoriented guaranteed services (GS) as well as connectionless best-effort (BE) routing. The BE and GS routers are
implemented separately and BE router is only employed to
setup GS connections. Another hybrid NoC is proposed in
[25], which support the GS traffic by a reconfigurable circuitswitched network. Applying the spatial division multiplexing
(SDM) scheme, the link between two routers is divided into
small 4-bit channels, or lanes, and each circuit is composed of
several lanes. Again in this architecture, the packet-switched
network is used to carry the configuration data of the circuitswitched sub-network. The SDM method also imposes some
area overhead.
EVCs [4] allow packets to virtually bypass intermediate
routers along their path. EVCs are restricted to connect nodes
only along a single dimension and cannot turn from one
dimension to another. Although VIPs are constructed on
one VC of each router port, they are different from EVCs
since the VIP connections aim to exploit the on-chip traffic
locality and virtually provide the communicating nodes with
dedicated point-to-point links and completely connect the
source and destination of a communication flow, rather than
providing shortcut paths to improve the performance of a
packet-switched network.
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The concept of setup network is used in some works before,
but our proposed setup network differs from them. A setup
network was proposed in [12] which handles the construction
and teardown of circuits and stores the switch configuration for
active circuits. The main data network supports both circuitswitched and packet-switched traffic. The setup network is
packet-switched and has three-stage pipeline routers. Constructing a new circuit may destroy some old circuits. Our
setup network is simpler and finds the best path for constructing a VIP. In [27], a control network was used to propagate
global congestion information and load balancing. A kind of
run-time NoC adaption is proposed by Al-Faruque et al. in
[28], [29]. In AdNoC architecture [28], for example, selecting
the suitable output port for each packet and distributing the VC
buffers among the router ports are done based on the current
NoC state. Although AdNoC effectively increases the resource
utilization, it requires some extra logic and may increase power
consumption. Our proposed NoC aims at reducing the average
communication power and latency by optimizing switching
method for high-volume communication flows.
III. Proposed NoC Architecture
Although the packet-switched part of the proposed NoC is
not restricted to specific switching and routing schemes, the
NoC routers, in this paper, employ the wormhole switching
mechanism with conventional five-stage pipelined routers [24]
(Fig. 1(b)] which are slightly modified in order to support VIP
connections.
A. Structure of VIP Connections
Fig. 1 displays the microarchitecture of the proposed router.
The figure shows the implementation details of one input port
and one output port of the router. As shown in the figure,
in one virtual channel (VC 0) in each physical channel, the
buffer is replaced by a register (1-flit buffer). These VCs are
devoted for establishing VIP connections between any two
given nodes. The switch allocator unit is also slightly modified
in order to prioritize the VIP data over packet-switched flits.
This router uses a multiplexer-tree-based crossbar fabric. Since
a packet coming through an input port does not loop back,
each multiplexer is connected to three input ports as well as
the local PE.
Each VIP register has a signal called full which is set to 1
when the register has incoming flits to service. In the input
ports, this signal is used to select the proper select signal of
the multiplexer connecting one of the VCs to the crossbar
input. If the register is empty (full = 0), a VC is selected
based on the outcome of the routing function, virtual-channel
allocation, and switch allocation units, just like in traditional
packet-switched networks. Otherwise, select signal is set to
0 and the flit in the VIP register (VC 0) is directed to the
crossbar input.
The full signal is also used to control the crossbar operation.
Each output port contains a VIP allocator which, for each
output port belonging to a VIP, determines (using a 2-bit
register) the input port connected to this output port along
that VIP. This logic takes the full signal of the input ports, as
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed router architecture. (b) Pipeline stages of a canonical
router. (c) Pipeline stages passed by VIP flits.

well as the output of the switch allocator unit, as input and
allocates the output port to the input port of the VIP when it
has an incoming flit in its VIP register to forward. Otherwise,
the allocation is done according to the outcome of the switchallocator unit, just like in traditional packet-switched NoCs.
Supporting VIPs in a baseline packet-switched router involves adding a 1-flit buffer at each input port, a simple VIP
allocator at each output port, and some 1-bit wires to propagate
the full signals which has minimal impact on the baseline
router architecture and imposes a negligible area overhead.
A VIP for a communication flow is established by appropriately setting the VIP allocators in each router in such a way
that the VIP registers in each router are connected to proper
output ports and then to the registers in the next router along
the VIP. The source node of a communication flow selected
for traveling on a VIP sends corresponding packets using VC
number 0 of the output port through which the flits should be
transferred. Since the VIP is already set up, the VIP allocator
of the designated output port selects the injection port and
connects it to the output, when the source node injects a new
flit. When the flits reach the next node, they are de-multiplexed
based on their VC identifier and the VIP flits (identified by
VC identifier 0) are stored in the VIP register of the input port.
Similarly, this register and the other registers in the intermediate routers along the path are connected to the proper output
port and construct a VIP connection toward the destination.
As a result, at each hop, the VIP flits pass through two
pipeline stages, switch traversal (ST) and link traversal (LT),
as shown in Fig. 1(c), with VIP registers acting as staging
registers. Since the VIP flits bypass the other router pipeline
stages, the power consumption and delay related to buffer read
and write, route calculation, and arbitrations are removed.
In the current implementation, the VIP data has the same
flit structure as the packet-switched network. Nonetheless,
the data traveling on VIPs can have a simpler format since
they do not have to carry destination address and other fields
required by a conventional packet-switched network [24]. The
cores can even bypass the network adaptor and communicate
through the protocol implemented in their core interface (for
example OCP). This leads to further power and performance
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improvements by removing the power and delay related to
packetization and de-packetization of data. In this case, all
required services (such as error control) are provided by the
core interface protocol, just like in a dedicated physical link.
B. VIP Bandwidth Allocation
We have designed a simple end-to-end flow control mechanism between the nodes based on the traditional on/off
flow control mechanism [24]. An off signal is sent by the
downstream node of a VIP when the free buffers at its interface
falls below the threshold Toff . If the number of free buffer rises
above a threshold Ton , an on signal is sent. When the off signal
is received at the VIP upstream node, it stops transmission of
data over the VIP until an on signal is received. These signals
are sent along the path from the source to destination of a
VIP. This path is set up during the VIP construction process.
The signals propagate to the sender along this path one hop
per cycle. When an off signal is transmitted to the upstream
node, there must still be sufficient buffering at the receiver
to store all of the data items in transit, as well as all of the
data items that will be injected during the time it takes for the
signal to propagate back to the sender. As a result Toff must
be at least 2 × d, where d is the VIP length (in terms of hop
count).
Prioritizing the data traveling on VIP connections over
packet-switched flits, however, may produce starvation at the
intermediate routers along the VIP, if a VIP source node
generates burst traffic in some consecutive cycles. To handle
this scenario, we have modified the proposed flow control
mechanism to avoid starvation at the intermediate routers. To
this end, the on and off signals can also be asserted by the
intermediate routers along a VIP.
We define two thresholds Tvip and Tps for each link belonging to the path of a VIP which are set to some values
proportional to the percentage of link bandwidth allocated
to the VIP and packet-switched network. Each intermediate
router counts the number of consecutive cycles on which the
data of a VIP connection are serviced. If this number of cycles
exceeds the threshold Tvip while there are packet-switched flits
waiting to use the output port, it asserts the off signal to service
some packet-switched flits and sends an on signal after Tps
cycles to allow the VIP source to resume sending data. Tvip
and Tps are two design parameters that can be set for each
VIP separately. Without loss of generality, we set Tps to the
number of flits of a packet, which equals the number of cycles
it takes for a packet to completely move from the current router
to the next one. Tvip is then determined proportionally to its
bandwidth usage and is set to
BW− Usage(VIP)
Tvip = a × Tps ×
100 − BW− Usage(VIP)
where BW− Usage(VIP) is the percentage of link bandwidth
devoted to the VIP and a is a constant factor which determines
the burstiness allowed for the VIP traffic. If the traffic flow
corresponding to a VIP is bursty in nature, by setting a to
higher values, larger number of consecutive cycles can be
allocated to VIP without being interrupted by the packetswitched network. In the current design we set a to 1.

This scheme of bandwidth allocation does not suffer from
the resource utilization problems of TDMA-based circuitswitched NoCs, since it does not reserve NoC cycles (time
slots) for the two NoC parts (packet-switched part and VIPs).
Instead, each part uses the links when it has incoming flits to
forward and the proposed flow control mechanism guarantees
that each part is provided with the required bandwidth.
To remove redundant off signal transmissions, if multiple
nodes are getting starved at the same time, a node which has
already asserted the off signal blocks the off signals received
from downstream nodes. Moreover, an off signal resets the
counter (counting the number of serviced VIP flits) in all
upstream routers along the VIP connection. A similar policy
is applied for on signals.
IV. Static VIPs
Most multicore SoC programs have a small number of
communication flows through which each core communicate
with a small number of other cores. Moreover, the traffic
pattern of such applications is known in advance.
In the static VIP construction scheme, the VIPs are exploited
to improve the power and performance metrics of the NoC
when running a specific target application with known traffic
characteristics. Simply stated, for a given input application, our
objective is to 1) physically map the cores of the application
into different nodes of a mesh-connected NoC, 2) establish
as many VIP connections as possible for the communication
flows of the application, and 3) direct the flows for which
a VIP could not be constructed through packet-switched
network, in such a way that the total power consumption and
latency of the NoC is minimized.
Each input application is described as a communication
task-graph (CTG). The CTG is a directed graph G(V, E),
where each vi ∈ V represents a task, and a directed edge
ei,j ∈ E characterizes the communication from vi to vj . The
communication volume (bits per second) corresponding to
every edge ei,j is also provided and is denoted by t(ei,j ).
The core mapping is accomplished in some steps by modifying NMAP (a simple and fast heuristic power-aware core
mapping and route generation method presented in [8]) with
respect to VIP construction as follows.
1) Partition the CTG vertices into two sets: Mapped (which
contains the already mapped CTG vertices and is initially empty) and Unmapped (which includes the CTG
vertices not yet mapped and initially contains all CTG
vertices). Once a vertex is mapped it is moved to
the Mapped set. Similarly, partition the NoC nodes
into two sets: Allocated (including the nodes to which
a CTG node has been already assigned) and Unallocated (which includes the free nodes). The Allocated members form a contiguous region defined as
Used Region.
2) Map the core with the maximum communication demand onto one of the mesh nodes with maximum
number of neighbors. The communication demand of a
node is defined as the cumulative weight of the incoming
and outgoing edges connected to the node.
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and destination nodes and select the path which
has the minimum overlap with VIPs. The path
should not violate the bandwidth of the network links (to avoid congestion). More formally, the bandwidth constraint of each NoC
link lk must be satisfied as

∀lk BW(lk ) ≥
Xk (i, j)
∀ei,j ∈E

Fig. 2. (a) VOPD CTG and (b) its mapping on a 4 × 4 mesh. Each arrow
is a VIP between two nodes.

3) Repeat the following steps until the Unmapped set
becomes empty (i.e., all nodes are mapped).
a) Select the core vi that communicates most with
the Mapped members.
b) Examine all unallocated mesh nodes adjacent
to the boundary nodes of the Used Region
for placing it. Considering only the boundary
nodes for placing the new core extends the
Used Region contiguously. For each selected mesh
node.
i) Select the CTG edges between the selected
core vi and the Mapped members in order of
their communication volumes.
ii) Examine the possibility of constructing a VIP
for the edge (i.e., the existence of sufficient
unused resources) along one of the shortest
paths between its source and destination nodes.
Map the core onto the node which allows more
traffic to be directed on VIPs. More precisely,
select the node which maximizes

t(e) × VIP(e)
∀e∈E connected to vi

where VIP(e) is obtained by

1, if a VIP is reserved for e
VIP(e) =
0, otherwise
if more than one node provide the same amount
of traffic with VIPs, select the node x which
minimizes

t(ei,j ) × dist(x, M(vj )) × VIP(ei,j )
∀vj ∈V connected to vi

where dist(a, b) is the Manhattan distance between NoC nodes a and b, M(vj ) is the NoC
node into which the CTG vertex vj is mapped,
and t(ei,j ) is the communication volume of
edge ei,j . VIP(eij ) is defined as above. The
relation indicates that the node with minimum
cumulative product of the VIP volumes and
VIP hop counts is selected.
iii) The edges for which a VIP could not be found
should be handled by the packet-switched network. Select unmapped edges in order of their
communication volumes. Then, for each edge
consider all shortest paths between its source

where BW(lk ) is the bandwidth of link lk and
XK (i, j) is obtained by

t(ei,j ), if lk ∈ path(ei,j )
k
X (i, j) =
0,
otherwise
where path(ei,j ) represents the set of links
onto which CTG edge ei,j [with volume t(ei,j )]
is mapped either on a VIP or on a packetswitched part.
After finding a route for all CTG edges, VIP connections
are constructed by setting the VIP allocators, while packetswitched routes (if any) are set up by appropriately setting
the routing table of the routers. For example, Fig. 2 displays
the CTG and VIP connections constructed in a 4 × 4 mesh for
video object plane decoder (VOPD) [8] application. As shown
in the figure, all of the communication flows generated by this
application are directed through VIPs.
There is also a rather similar VIP construction problem: constructing VIP connections based on the CTG of an application
on an NoC with a given mapping. In this case, the physical
placement of cores is fixed and the problem is reduced to
find a VIP connection or packet-switched route for the CTG
edges. This problem can be solved by the described algorithm
by simply removing the steps which deal with the physical
placement of the cores.
The algorithm described above also work for homogeneous
CMPs, where we allocate each CMP node to one of the
CTG tasks, rather than physically map the cores into a meshbased network. However, these two operations are equivalent
from the view point of our algorithms and hence, the same
algorithms can be applied in both cases.
V. Dynamic VIPs
This section proposes a run-time dynamic VIP construction
scheme. This approach is useful in the cases where it is
not possible to know in advance the exact communication
pattern of running applications. Constructing a VIP using
this procedure may take a few clock cycles. The key point,
however, is that the proposed procedure is performed in
parallel with normal NoC operation as a background process,
i.e., during searching for a path for VIP construction, the
packets of the requesting traffic flow still keep on traveling on
the packet-switched network. Therefore, unlike the traditional
circuit-switched networks, this setup latency does not degrade
the network performance.
A. Problem of Dynamic VIP Construction
Setting up VIP connections at run-time, as mentioned
before, involves 1) monitoring the on-chip traffic, and
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2) developing an algorithm that dynamically reconfigures the
VIP connections based on the NoC state extracted from the
monitored data. To formulate the problem and the proposed
algorithm, we need to define some new terms.
1) Communication Flow Volume: The volume of a communication flow between nodes s and d is defined as the
number of flits that are originated form s and destined to d
during a given interval.
2) Communication Flow Weight: The weight of a communication flow between nodes s and d is defined as the
value assigned to each flow which is proportional to its
communication volume and the Manhattan distance between
s and d.
3) VIP Weight: The VIP weight is defined as the value
assigned to each VIP connection which is equal to the weight
of the communication flow for which the VIP is constructed.
4) VIP Path: The set of consecutive links which form a
VIP from its source to destination nodes.
5) Current VIP Set: Represented by VIPS, is defined as
the set containing all of the pre-existing VIP connections in
an NoC at any given time. Each vipi,j ∈ VIPS between nodes
i and j is characterized by its path P(vipij ), weight W(vipij ),
and length (hop count) L(vipij ).
6) Current Communication Flow Set: Represented by
CFS, is defined as the set containing all of the communication
flows in an NoC at any given time. Each cfi,j ∈ CFS between
nodes i and j is characterized by its communication volume
V (cfij ), weight W(cfij ), and whether this communication flow
is directed over a VIP or the packet-switched network. The
latter is obtained by

1, if vipi,j ∈ VIPS
IsVIP(cfi,j ) =
0, otherwise

connection vipx,y within the shortest path area between x and
y with minimum cost MinCost(vipx,y ) defined as

W(vipi,j ) × Conflict(vipx,y , vipi,j )
MinCost(vipx,y ) =

taking cfi,j ∈ CFS as input, the function returns true if there
is a VIP between nodes i and j, otherwise returns false.
7) Shortest Path Area: The shortest path area between
nodes s and d is defined as the set of all the NoC nodes and
links which are located along one of the shortest paths between
these two nodes.
Formally, the problem of dynamic VIP construction can
be stated as follows: given an n × m mesh-connected VIPenabled NoC, the current VIP set VIPS, the current set of
communication flows CFS which may vary in time, ﬁnd a new
configuration for VIP connections in response to a change in
CFS such that
⎧
⎫
⎨ 
⎬
MAX
W(cfi,j ) × IsVIP(cfi,j ) .
⎩
⎭

B. VIP Construction Approach

∀cfi,j ∈CFS

Updating the CFS and VIPS sets involves monitoring the
on-chip traffic and setting the new weight for each VIP and
traffic flow. Once the weights are updated, our algorithm
sorts all cfx,y ∈ CFS which satisfies W(cfx,y ) > T and
IsVIP(cfx,y ) = 0 in decreasing order, where the weight
threshold T is a parameter defined in order to determine highvolume communication flows: each cfx,y weighting higher
than T is designated for VIP construction. Afterwards, for
every selected cfx,y, in the order, the algorithm finds a VIP

∀vipi,j ∈VIPS

where Conflict(vip1, vip2) is defined as

0, if P(vip1)
Conflict(vip1, vip2) =
1, otherwise

P(vip2) = φ

the relations indicate that the algorithm should minimize the
cost of VIP construction which is defined as the cumulative
weight of the VIPs that have to be torn down in order to
make room for the new VIP. So, if there are not sufficient free
resources for constructing a new VIP (as a VIP connection
cannot share a common port with other VIPs), our algorithm
is allowed to tear down old VIPs.
If W(cfx,y ) > MinCost(vipx,y ), the newly found VIP
vipx,y will be set up in the NoC and all VIPs vipi,j with
Conflict (vipx,y, vipi,j ) = 1 will be torn down, otherwise the
VIP construction request is rejected and no VIP will be
constructed. The procedure should then notify the source
of a torn down VIP that it has to send data through
packet-switched network. The traffic flows corresponding to
the torn-down VIPs can request for constructing a new VIP at
the next invocation of the procedure (or round) provided that
their flow weight is still above the given threshold.
Due to the varying nature of the on-chip traffic, this
procedure must be called periodically in order to adapt
the VIPs to the current NoC state. On starting at specific
times, this procedure continues until all VIP construction
requests are serviced. Then, it will be inactive until the next
invocation.

In our previous work [13], we proposed a distributed
algorithm for dynamic VIP construction. We refer interested
readers to [13] for more details of this algorithm. In this
paper, we propose an alternative approach for dynamic VIP
construction which works in a centralized manner. In this
approach, a root process is added to the setup network which
keeps track of the network state, characterized by the path and
weight of VIP connections and communication flows. The root
process runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a VIP path with minimum cost for a requesting communication flow. Since, most
current SoCs contain a central root or configuration process (or
processor) that configures the system [26], we assign the task
of managing VIP connections to this processor. Being simple,
fast, and infrequently invoked, the algorithm does not impose
considerable overhead to the root processor. Moreover, since
the VIP construction job is performed in parallel with NoC
normal operation, there is no need for real-time response and
the algorithm can be given a lower priority than the current
tasks of the root processor. Centralized algorithms have been
widely used in state-of-the-art NoCs for conducting run-time
management tasks such as mapping, slot-allocation, resource
management, and so on [30]–[32]. Reducing the number of
communication transactions was our main motivation to move
toward a centralized algorithm. In the centralized algorithm,
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since the path computation is done by a single processor
rather than by transactions among network nodes, as in the
distributed algorithm proposed in [13], the communication
transactions are reduced to sending the new weight of the
pre-existing VIPs and VIP construction requests to the root
node. This considerably reduces the overall traffic produced for
dynamic VIP construction. We obtained more than four times
lower traffic compared to the previous distributed algorithm
for the scenarios considered in Section VI-B.
Nonetheless, centralized algorithms generally suffer from a
single point of failure, poor scalability, and communication
hot-spot around the root node. However, we do not expect the
centralized VIP management scheme to be a bottleneck of our
system due to the infrequent reconfiguration and appropriately
scheduling the communication between the setup network
nodes and the root node (Section V-C). As will be shown in
Section VI, the proposed centralized procedure can efficiently
manage the VIPs in up to 64-node NoCs. However, it may
not scale well when the NoC size increases. In this case, we
can divide the NoC nodes into some clusters. Each cluster
has a local root which manages the VIPs inside the cluster.
A global root then handles the VIPs spanning over several
clusters.

The description of the proposed dynamic VIP construction
procedure (see Section V-A) indicates that it should handle
providing the root node by the NoC state (updated VIP
weights, . . .), finding a new VIP configuration by the root
node, constructing new VIPs, and destroying old VIPs. Here,
we describe how the procedure accomplishes these jobs.
The whole procedure relies on monitoring the current onchip traffic pattern. Traffic monitoring is simply done at each
node in a distributed manner. Each node keeps track of the
communication flows it originates by storing the number and
destination of the packets it sends in a table. The weight of
each flow is an n-bit value proportional to the flow volume.
Periodically, at specific times, the n most-significant bits of
the register holding the traffic volume are considered as the
new weight of the flow. This value is multiplied by the traffic
flow length, defined as the Manhattan distance between the
source and destination nodes of the flow; this is because as
the flow length increases, the contribution of the flow in the
entire on-chip traffic increases. If a VIP has already been set
up for the flow, the VIP weight is set to the weight of its
corresponding traffic flow.

C. Setup Network

E. Collecting the NoC State

The setup network is composed of a root node and a very
simple network which is used by the root node in order
to collect network state and VIP construction requests and
send appropriate control data for setting up and tearing down
VIPs. The size of the setup network is the same as the
size of the main data network and each node in the setup
network corresponds to a node in the data network with the
same address. Each node is simply composed of an internal
switching fabric and limited buffering space. It also has a
simple controller which directs the packet toward the root node
and from the root node to other nodes. The controller has an
interface to the main data network through which it receives
the current state of the NoC. In addition, the interface can
configure the VIP allocator units in the data network in order
to set up or tear down VIPs. Due to the limited space, we
refer interested readers to [33] and [13] for more details on
the setup network implementation.
Having a small bit-width and a simple internal structure,
we expect that the area of the setup network to be negligible
compared to the main data-network. We have implemented a
3-bit wide setup network node in VHSIC hardware description
language (VHDL) in order to assess its area. The synthesis
result shows that each node is implemented with around 390
gates, thus confirming our expectation that its area overhead
is negligible.
As the main data network is 64-bit wide and the setup
network is 3-bit wide, it increases the wires of each link by
6%. The Orion II area estimation function reports the area
of our 64-bit routers and a 1 mm2 links to be 0.089 mm2 and
0.048 mm2 , respectively. According to these area numbers, the
area of an 8×8 NoC for example (with 112 bidirectional links
and 64 routers) will be increased by less than 2%, due to the
additional setup network links.

The NoC state is characterized by the current weight of
each VIP, the current weight of each communication flow,
and the average weight of the NoC flows. Collecting the
required data from the NoC by the root node involves two
different communication transactions over the setup network:
broadcasting a request from the root node to the setup network
nodes, and sending the required information from the setup
network nodes to the root. A header is added to the setup
network messages to indicate which target data must be
collected by each transaction. Setup network nodes, in turn,
send the response messages with the same header. Having a
bit-width of 3, setup network supports eight distinct headers.
For the first transaction, broadcasting a request or a data
from the root to the network, the root node sends the message
on its row along both the E and W directions. Each setup
network node at the same row of the root node, on detecting
the message, sends it to the nodes in its column along both the
N and S directions. Fig. 3(a) shows the path through which
the messages are broadcasted. For the second transaction,
however, since the setup network nodes are simple, we adopt
a scheduling scheme in order to remove conflict among the
messages destined to the root. According to this scheduling,
the setup network is divided into four quadrants and the nodes
inside each quadrant first direct their messages to the node at
the row or column in which the root node is located and then
to the root node.
Fig. 3(b) demonstrates the path through which each node
sends its messages to the root node. Each node accepts the
message of its previous node only when it has finished sending
its message to the next node along the assigned path. A conflict
may occur at the nodes in the same row/column of the root
node, when one message from their row and one message from
their column reach these nodes at the same cycle. For example,

D. Dynamic VIP Construction Procedure
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Fig. 3. (a) Path for broadcasting requests from the root to the setup network
nodes. (b) Paths for sending data to the root node. Black node is the root
node.

at node x in Fig. 3(b), a conflict may happen between messages
approaching from nodes a and b. To solve this conflict, our
setup network prioritizes the messages traveling along rows
over the conflicting messages received from columns.
These two transactions are used for updating the weight of
the existing VIPs in the root, collecting required information to
update the value of the VIP weight threshold, and requesting
VIP construction. The proposed scheduling schemes work
correctly for any given location of the root node, but it is more
beneficial to map the root node into one of the central nodes,
since it allows more parallelization in data transmission.
F. Finding a Proper VIP Path for a Requesting Flow
This process starts after the previous step, when all VIP
weights are updated and communication flows weighting
higher than the VIP weight threshold request for a VIP.
Receiving the requests, the process sorts them in a decreasing
order of weights. Servicing the requests in this order assures
that no newly constructed VIP is torn down by a consequent
VIP at the same round, since a VIP cannot destroy a VIP with
greater weight.
Then, for each request, in the order, a path with the
minimum cost is found. We apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to
find a path with minimum cost for the VIPs. There are two
considerations related to the implementation of the Dijkstra’s
algorithm for our specific problem. First, we must design an
appropriate scheme for constructing a directed weighted graph
out of the current configuration of VIP connections (to be used
as the input of Dijkstra’s algorithm). Second, while Dijkstra’s
algorithm does not guarantee that the path with minimum
weight is also a minimal path in terms of hop count, VIPs
must be constructed along one of the shortest paths between
the source and destination nodes of the communication flow.
G. Constructing the Graph
For an n×n NoC, we construct a path graph (PG) = (Q, R),
where |Q| = n2 and each qi ∈ Q represent a node, each of
which corresponding to one of the NoC nodes, and a directed
edge ri,j ∈ R characterizes the communication from qi to qj .
In our mesh-connected NoC, each NoC node is connected
by a directed link to at most four adjacent routers, one in
each cardinal direction. If the link between an NoC node vi
and its adjacent node vj is not used by a VIP connection, we
consider a directed link ri,j with the weight of 0 between qi
and qj , their corresponding nodes in PG. Otherwise, an edge

with a weight equal to the weight of the VIP passing over it is
added to PG, between qi and all of the downstream links along
the VIP. This is because any node within the path of a VIP
vipi can construct a new VIP to any downstream node along
vipi with the cost of W(vipi ) by only tearing down vipi . For
example, in Fig. 4 which displays a sample 3 × 3 NoC and its
corresponding PG, the minimum cost for constructing a VIP
from nodes 4 to 2 is 5 which can be obtained by destroying
VIP1. If more than one edge can be created between two nodes
in PG (for example between nodes 4 and 2 through VIP1 and
VIP2), the edge with minimum weight is considered in PG
(the edge with the weight of 5 between PG nodes 4 and 2).
H. Finding a Path in the Shortest Path Area
The other consideration is that the path found for constructing a VIP between any two nodes s and d must be laid out
inside the shortest path area between s and d. Since the VIPs
are constructed along one of the shortest paths between two
nodes, they can span at most along two directions determined
by their source and destination addresses. Hence, each VIP
belongs to one of the four possible quadrants: North-East,
North-West, South-East, and South-West. Similarly, the PG
edges are grouped into the same four quadrant sets (NorthEast, North-West, South-East, South-West) according to the
address of their source and destination nodes. A 2-bit flag
determines the corresponding quadrant of the edges of PG,
which is set when the edge is added to PG.
When the algorithm is initiated to service a VIP construction request from the NoC node s to the NoC node d, the
algorithm starts finding the shortest path from the PG node
q corresponding to the NoC node s. The algorithm then
1) only considers the graph nodes corresponding to the NoC
nodes belonging to the shortest path area between nodes s
and d, and 2) only considers the graph edges belonging to
the same quadrant as the requesting VIP. The first condition
guarantees that the found path only consists of the nodes inside
the shortest path area, while the second condition assures that
one of the shortest paths will be selected by directing the
algorithm to extend the found partial-path only toward the
destination node.
The obtained minimum cost is then compared to the weight
of the requesting flow. If the cost is less than the flow weight,
the following actions should be made: 1) store the path of
the new VIP, 2) calculate the Tvip and Tps for the new VIP
based on the communication volume of the requesting flow,
3) determine the overlapping VIPs which must be torn down,
and 4) update PG with the new VIP configurations.
I. Tearing Down Conﬂicting VIPs and Setting up New VIPs
Once a new VIP is constructed, we have to set up it in the
data network and destroy old VIPs which have at least one
overlapping link with the new VIP. The path of the new VIP,
as well as the path of the VIPs to be destroyed, is returned
by Dijkstra’s algorithm. In this step, the root node first sends
a message over the setup network to all setup network nodes
within the path of the VIPs to be destroyed containing the
identifier of the port which must be released. The ports of
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Fig. 4. (a) Sample VIP configuration, (b) its corresponding PG, and
(c) subset of PG nodes and edges involved in constructing a VIP between
nodes 0 and 5.

data network nodes are released by their corresponding setup
network nodes by clearing their associated VIP allocators.
When this message is delivered to the source node of a VIP,
it resets the VIP flag associated to the traffic flow and directs
the traffic through the packet-switched network, hereafter. The
VIP is actually destroyed when all intransient data of the VIP
is delivered to the destination node.
Then the new VIP is set up by sending a message to the
setup network nodes along the VIP path. The message contains
the identifier of the output port assigned to the VIP and the
Tvip and Tps values. The setup network then sets up the new
VIP in the data network by configuring the VIP allocators in
the nodes along the path and setting a flag at the source node
indicating that the traffic of the corresponding flow should be
directed through the established VIP.
VI. Experimental Results
In this section, we first evaluate the impact of static VIPs
on power and performance of NoCs under some multicore
SoC benchmarks. We then provide the simulation result for
dynamic VIP construction scheme under some synthetic and
realistic traffic loads.
A. Static VIPs
To evaluate the performance of static VIPs, we perform
simulations with some benchmark application task-graphs. The
benchmark set includes some existing SoC designs which
have been widely used in the literature: multiwindow display
(MWD) [9] with 12 cores, video object plane decoder (VOPD)
[8] with 16 cores, global system for mobile (GSM) encoder
[34], and H.263 encoder (H.263) [35]. Different tasks of H.263
encoder and GSM encoder are mapped onto 12 and 16 cores,
respectively, and we set their input rates so that to scale the
rate of their communication flows to the order of several mega
bits per second.
In addition to the conventional five-stage routers mentioned
before, two more efficient NoC designs are selected to be
compared to the performance of our proposed VIP-enabled
NoC. The first design speculatively performs virtual-channel
allocation (VA) and switch allocation (SA) in parallel resulting in four-stage routers (including BW, route computation,
SA + VA, and ST stages). In this scheme, the routers speculate
that a waiting packet will succeed in output VC allocation
stage. Non-speculative requests (flits which have already been
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allocated a VC) are prioritized over speculative ones to
avoid performance degradation may be caused by unsuccessful
speculations. The second NoC architecture further reduces
the pipeline depth to three stages (including BW, SA+VA,
and ST stages) by applying look-ahead routing, whereby the
route computation for the current node is performed in the
previous router. Since VIPs cover most of the on-chip traffic,
reducing the router pipeline stages of the proposed VIPenabled NoCs will not result in considerable performance
improvement, hence our proposal employs the popular fivestage routers.
We have evaluated the proposed NoC architecture using
Xmulator, a fully parameterized simulator for interconnection
networks [36]. The Orion power library [37] is integrated
to our simulator to calculate the power consumption of the
networks.
In the simulations, the packet-switched part of our proposed NoC and the considered conventional NoCs use the
same parameters: 64-bit wide flits, 2 VCs per port, 16-flit
deep buffers, and 8-flit packets. The power results reported
by Orion are based on an NoC in 65 nm technology and
the working frequency of the NoC is set to 150 MHz. In
simulation experiments, packets are generated with exponential distribution and the communication rates between any
two nodes are set to be proportional to the communication
volume between them in the task-graph. This task-graphbased traffic generation approach is introduced and used in
[38]. Mapping and VIP construction in VIP-enabled NoCs
are performed by the algorithm explained in Section IV,
while in all of the conventional designs the mapping and
route generation is performed by the baseline NMAP algorithm [8].
B. Impact of VIPs on Performance and Power Consumption
Fig. 5 compares the average packet latency of a VIPenabled NoC with different conventional NoC architectures
for the selected applications. As shown in the figure, VIPs
consistently provide the lowest latency for different benchmarks compared to other considered NoCs. We see that as the
pipeline is shortened, the overall performance improvement
lessens; but it should be noted that while speculative allocation
can shorten pipelines, they only work at very low network
loads, lengthening the router pipeline instead at moderate
to high loads when speculation frequently fails. The VIPs,
however, can work consistently in all network situations. Fig. 5
also exhibits the power consumption of the considered NoCs.
As the figure indicates, the power results follow the same trend
as the latency results, with VIPs outperforming other NoCs.
Obviously, the reduction in dynamic power is higher than the
reduction in total power (dynamic + leakage), since VIPs do
not improve the leakage power.
In summary, the proposed VIPs clearly outperform the
other three NoC designs across all benchmarks, providing an
average improvement of 36% in latency and 12% in power
consumption over conventional NoCs with five-stage pipelined
routers, 27% in latency and 20% in power over NoCs with
four-stage pipelined routers, and 20% in latency and 23% in
power over NoCs with three-stage pipelined routers.
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Fig. 5. Average packet latency (cycles for 8-flit packets) and normalized
power consumption (with respect to the VIP power) of different NoC
architectures

when changing the on-chip traffic, is relatively small and
remains within 7% (on average) of the latency of the baseline
application (based on which the mapping is done).
As mentioned before, the contribution of the static power
in the total power consumption of VIPs remains the same as
the conventional NoCs, hence the improvement in total power
consumption is less than the improvement obtained for the
latency and dynamic power. As Table I indicates, VIPs reduce
the total NoC power consumption by 20%, on average, over
other NoCs.

C. Impact of VIPs on NoC Adaption

D. Dynamic VIPs: Synthetic Trafﬁc Results

We now evaluate the ability of VIP-enabled NoCs to adapt
to a new application with different traffic pattern by keeping
the mapping fixed and changing the on-chip traffic pattern over
the one which is used for application-to-NoC mapping.
The H.263 encoder is a member of the multimedia system
(MMS) benchmark suit [35] which also contains three other
programs, H.263 decoder, MP3 encoder, and MP3 decoder.
These applications use the same set of intellectual property
(IP) cores. Here, we assume that an NoC whose mapping is
performed for H.263 encoder is employed to run the other
three MMS applications. For the GSM benchmark, we assume
that a GSM decoder application is run on an NoC whose
mapping is performed for GSM encoder. Similarly, for the
first two SoCs which have a single CTG, we synthesize two
additional CTGs for each of them, called X-60% and X30%, where X is the name of the application. The X-30%
and X-60% task-graphs are generated by replacing the source
and destination nodes of the edges of task-graph X with
other randomly chosen nodes (i.e., moving the edges of the
base task-graph to other positions) with a probability of 30%
and 60%, respectively. The NoC mapping for these synthetic
applications are carried out based on the baseline application.
In all of the benchmarks, the packets are forwarded using X-Y
routing scheme. The other simulation parameters are set the
same as the previous section.
Table I shows the average message latency for different
applications. For comparison, Table I also reports the average
packet latency for the case where mapping is performed for
each individual benchmark. The latency values are normalized
with respect to the latency of VIP-enabled NoC to gain a
better understanding of the results. As can be seen in the table,
VIPs not only outperform the other equivalent NoC designs,
but also yield better latency than the NoCs with mapping
optimized for the current application in most considered cases.
The reason is that the latency increase due to longer packet
path is completely compensated by shorter per hop latency.
For the MWD and VOPD benchmarks, when the difference
between the synthetic applications and the original ones is
increased, more power and performance gains are obtained.
This is due to the fact that in these cases, the mapping is
performed for an application whose traffic pattern is different
(by 30% and 60% in our experiments) from the traffic pattern
of the current application, resulting in more latency and power
consumption. However, since VIPs can virtually connect the
source and destination nodes of communication flows, the
increase in average packet latency of the VIP-enabled NoCs,

As discussed in Section I, most of the realistic CMP
workloads exhibit a high degree of temporal and spatial
communication locality, so we now use a synthetic traffic
with similar characteristics to commercial and scientific CMP
workloads. To this goal, we introduce three synthetic traffic
patterns to evaluate the effects of the VIP connections on the
CMP workloads. In the first pattern, 1-hot flow traffic pattern,
each node sends 80% of the generated packets to exactly one
destination node and the remaining 20% to other randomly
chosen nodes. The other two traffic patterns, 2-hot flow and
3-hot flow traffic patterns, each node sends 20% of the
generated packets equally randomly to the network nodes; in
2-hot traffic pattern, the remaining 80% of the traffic of each
source node is sent to exactly two other nodes (40% to each
destination node), while in 3-hot flow traffic pattern, this 80%
traffic generated by each node is destined to three specific
destination nodes equally. The favored destination nodes of
each source node are selected randomly.
Each simulation runs for 5 000 000 cycles. The randomlyselected favored destination nodes of each source node are
changed every 1 000 000 cycles to evaluate the ability of
dynamic VIPs to adapt to dynamic traffic patterns. The setup
network initiates the VIP construction procedure every 500 000
cycles. Since the hot flows are chosen randomly, we repeat
each simulation run 10 times and every point in the plots
represents the average of values obtained in each run.
The results are compared against a conventional NoC with
speculative four-stage pipelined routers and a NoC employing
dynamic EVC. The lmax of the dynamic EVC is set to 2 [4]. In
addition to the VC devoted to bypass the routers, the EVC and
VIP enabled routers use two VCs per port. The conventional
NoC has 2 VCs per port, as well. For all NoCs, simulations
are performed for a 64-bit wide system, speculative fourstage pipelined routers, 16-flit deep buffers, and 8-flit packets.
The power results reported by Orion are based on an NoC
implemented in 65 nm technology and the working frequency
of the NoC is set to 2 GHz.
1) Performance Results: Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows the average
packet latency of the proposed NoC and other NoC designs
as a function of the injection rate (packet per node per
cycle) under hot-flow synthetic traffics in a 6 × 6 mesh
NoC. As shown in the figure, the proposed VIPs improve
the latency of the NoC compared to other considered NoC
designs under all considered traffic patterns. The reduction
in latency over the conventional NoC before the saturation
point of the conventional NoC (injection rate = 0.02) is 43% for
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TABLE I
Total Power Consumption and Average Packet Latency of the VIP-Enabled NoC and Other Considered NoCs

VOPD-30%
VOPD-60%
MWD-30%
MWD-60%
H263 dec.
MP3 enc.
MP3 dec.
GSM dec.

VIP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Baseline-Application Mapping
Conv. Five-Stage
Conv. Four-Stage
Conv. Three-Stage

Conv. Five-Stage

Power
1.38
1.58
1.19
1.15
1.31
1.38
1.58
1.19

Power
1.08
1.08
1.09
0.99
0.86
1.08
1.08
1.09

Latency
1.69
1.84
1.56
1.72
2.05
2.74
1.89
1.68

Power
1.44
1.58
1.23
1.15
1.32
1.44
1.58
1.23

Latency
1.47
1.6
1.37
1.5
1.72
2.26
1.64
1.41

Power
1.48
1.61
1.24
1.15
1.32
1.48
1.61
1.24

Fig. 6. Average packet latency (cycles for 8-flit packets) under (a) 1-hot
flow, (b) 2-hot flow, and (c) 3-hot flow traffic loads, and (d) their normalized
energy in a 6 × 6 NoC.

1-hot flow, 31% for 2-hot flow, and 28% for 3-hot flow traffic.
Compared to EVCs, the obtained reduction is 16%, 13%, and
6% under the 1-hot flow, 2-hot flow, and 3-hot flow traffic,
respectively. Moreover, the VIPs significantly push the NoC
throughput by around 30% over the conventional NoC. It also
gives slightly better throughput than EVCs (up to 8% under 1hot flow traffic). However, as we move from 1-hot flow traffic
to 3-hot flow, the effect of the proposed approach reduces. This
is because the number of high-volume connections is increased
while the network resources that can be used by VIP links are
fixed. Thus, the NoC cannot provide a VIP connection for
some traffic flows and larger portion of the traffic is directed
through the packet-switched network. However, even in 3-hot
traffic pattern, the VIP connections can handle a significant
portion of on-chip traffic and improve the performance over
the two other considered NoCs.
2) Energy Results: Fig. 6(d) plots the energy consumption
(in terms of energy per flit) of the three NoC designs at a traffic
load just before the saturation point of the conventional NoC.
The selected injection rate is 0.02 for all traffics. The numbers
in the figure are normalized to the energy consumption of the
VIPs. The energy of the VIP includes the NoC energy and
the energy related to the VIP construction process and NoC
traffic monitoring. We see from the figure that VIPs and EVCs
outperform the conventional NoC. This is mainly due to the

Latency
1.38
1.6
1.18
1.29
1.35
1.83
1.39
1.36

Latency
1.33
1.35
1.5
1.57
1.15
1.19
1.1
1.28

Optimized Mapping
Conv. Four-Stage
Conv. Three-Stage
Power
1.09
1.1
1.12
1.11
1.06
1.09
1.1
1.12

Latency
1.18
1.19
1.33
1.38
1.03
1.07
0.98
1.09

Power
1.2
1.16
1.18
1.17
1.07
1.2
1.16
1.18

Latency
1.02
1.08
1.13
1.2
0.99
0.9
0.87
1.01

Fig. 7. Average packet latency (cycles for 8-flit packets) under (a) 1-hot flow
in a 4 × 4 NoC, (b) 1-hot flow in a 8 × 8 NoC, (c) 3-hot flow in a 4 × 4 NoC,
and (d) 3-hot flow in a 8 × 8 NoC.

fact that EVCs and VIPs forward a significant portion of the
on-chip traffic over short-cut paths, thereby the power-hungry
buffering operations are removed.
3) Sensitivity to the NoC Size: To investigate the effect of
the NoC size on the power and performance, we repeat the
experiments for two different NoC sizes: 4 × 4, and 8 × 8.
Fig. 7 reports the average packet latency of the VIPs as a
function of the packet injection rate compared to EVCs and
the conventional NoC for different network sizes. The results
are reported for 1-hot and 3-hot flow traffic patterns. The
figure shows that the VIPs perform very well under 1-hot flow
traffic in all NoC sizes. Under 3-hot flow traffics, however,
although the VIPs continue to deliver better performance than
the EVCs and conventional NoCs, the gap between EVCs and
VIPs reduces, especially for the 8 × 8 NoC. The reason is
that in larger NoC sizes, the average length of VIPs increase.
This situation, in turn, increases the conflict among VIPs and
therefore, the number of flows covered by VIPs reduces. From
the results reported in Figs. 6 and 7, we can conclude that
traffic pattern has a first order impact on the VIP performance,
i.e., under the same traffic pattern, VIPs deliver a relatively
consistent improvement over the other methods for all of the
considered NoC sizes. VIPs are advantageous when the onchip traffic is grouped into several communication flows. They
give better gains when the number of such flows decreases.
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flow control mechanism on the performance of long VIPs (that
can be formed in NoCs with large diameters) is negligible.
E. Dynamic VIPs: Stanford Parallel Applications for SharedMemory (SPLASH) Results

Fig. 8. (a) Sensitivity of data communication rate on VIPs to a. (b) VIP
length.

4) Sensitivity to the Flow Control Parameters: Now, we
investigate the effects of the proposed flow-control mechanism
presented in Section III-B on the NoC performance. We select
a 6 × 6 NoC under 2-hot flow traffic pattern for this purpose.
We first evaluate the effect of the parameter a (in Tvip defined
in Section III-B) on the average flit transmission rate (hops
per cycle) traveling on VIPs. In order to assess the effects
of flow control mechanism in the simulation experiments, the
packets are generated according to a self-similar process with
a Hurst parameter of h = 0.8 to generate bursty traffic on
VIP connections. Fig. 8(a) shows the average flit transmission
rate on VIPs (hops per cycle) for different values of a. As
can be seen in the figure, larger values of a give higher flit
transmission rates on VIPs.
This parameter can be set appropriately (based on the degree
of burstiness of the traffic or bandwidth requirement of the
application) when a certain degree of quality of service should
be provided for a given application. In this paper, we have
focused on reducing the average energy and latency of the
NoC. Extensive exploration of the effects of flow control
mechanism parameters on VIP enabled NoCs is left for future
work, when considering quality of service issues.
Since control signals of the flow control mechanism travel
one hop per cycle, the proposed end-to-end on/off mechanism
may require large buffers at the downstream node of VIPs,
when the channel latency is high or the VIP is long (long VIPs
can be formed in NoCs with large diameters). However, since
the VIPs are constructed between the source and destination
nodes of a traffic flow, they are directly connected to the
buffers of the network interface at the destination node, which
generally has larger buffering space than the router ports. This
larger buffering space is mainly due to the need for reordering
the packets of a single message [24]. Furthermore, as the data
in the network interface buffers are consumed by the processing cores, the buffers are very unlikely to incur overflow (thus,
changing the state of on/off signals), if the operating frequency
of the cores are higher than the frequency of the NoC.
Fig. 8(b) plots the average flit transmission rate on VIPs in
a 6 × 6 NoC, as a function of VIP length. Here, the statistics
for all VIPs of a certain length are averaged. The value of a is
set to 1 and the buffer depth at the network interface is set to
64 flits (8 packets). Again, the traffic is generated according to
a self-similar process with Hurst parameter h = 0.8. As shown
in this figure, the resulted curve is almost linear revealing that
the VIP length has a slight impact on flit transmission rate over
VIPs. Therefore, we can conclude that the impact of the used

Now, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed VIPs
under the traffic traces generated from SPLASH-2 benchmark
suit [39]. The parameters of the three NoCs are set the same
as the previous section. We set the period of VIP construction
procedure for each benchmark separately in such a way that
the procedure is invoked 10 times during the execution of the
benchmark. Fig. 9 compares the latency and energy obtained
by VIPs, EVCs, and conventional NoCs across eight SPLASH2 traces, on a 7 × 7 NoC. The results are normalized to
the results given by VIPs. On average, VIPs outperform
the EVCs by 5% and the conventional NoC by 34% when
considering the packet latency. For the programs like WATERNsquard, OCEAN, and WATER-Spatial, where the traffic is
distributed rather evenly across the nodes, the EVCs provide
better improvement than the VIPs over the conventional NoCs.
The VIPs, on the other hand, outperform the EVCs when
a large portion of the packets are transmitted along several
(preferably small number of) high-volume traffic flows. This
traffic pattern, as shown before, can be efficiently handled by
the VIPs. The RADIX traffic is an example of such traffic
pattern for which the VIPs give the largest improvement,
with 27% reduction in latency over EVCs and 64% over
the conventional NoC. Following the same trend, the energy
consumption offered by VIPs outperforms EVCs by 2% and
conventional NoCs by 11%, on average.
1) Impact of the VIP Weight Threshold: In these experiments, the VIP weight threshold is set to 4 × Wavr , where Wavr
is the average weight of all of the NoC communication flows.
Obviously, by decreasing the threshold, more communication
flows will be eligible to request a VIP. However, more eligible
flows will not necessarily lead to more VIPs. The main reason
is that, being saturated by VIPs with higher rates, the NoC
may not have enough free resources to accept all of the new
requests with lower weights. Table II outlines the average
number of VIP construction requests the root node receives at
each round of VIP reconfiguration for two different threshold
values. As shown in this table, increasing the VIP weight
threshold to 4 × Wavr results in a significant decrease in
number of requesting flows, whereas the loss in the percentage
of the traffic covered by VIPs is small. Further increase in
the threshold, however, brings about more than 10% drop
in average traffic coverage, hence setting the threshold to
4 × Wavr results in a more appropriate trade-off between the
VIP performance and the number of requests to be handled
by the dynamic VIP construction procedure.
2) Impact of the Frequency of Updating VIPs Conﬁguration: The frequency of invoking the procedure of the dynamic
VIP reconfiguration is another important parameter in the
proposed method. In general, by increasing the frequency,
the VIPs will better adapt to the on-chip traffic pattern, but
at the price of more activity of the setup network. Fig. 10
plots the increase in the amount of the traffic covered by VIPs
when the frequency of the dynamic VIP reconfiguration is
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Fig. 9. (a) Normalized average message latency and (b) normalized energy
consumption in the conventional, EVC-based, and VIP-based NoCs for
SPLASH-2 programs.
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parameters are set for the packet-switched part of the VIPenabled NoC. In this experiment, it is assumed that it is not
possible to know in advance the exact sequence in which
different applications may come into the system. The running
application is changed randomly (every 1 000 000 cycles, on
average) and the VIP construction procedure initiates every
500 000 cycles. The results of realizing the proposed dynamic
VIP construction method for the considered applications
during 10 000 000 cycles of execution, with application being
randomly changed during the simulation show 18% reduction
in power consumption and 33% reduction in the average
message latency (from 27.41 cycles to 18.22 cycles). It means
that the dynamic VIP construction scheme can adapt the NoC
to the on-chip traffic pattern for multicore SoC programs as
well, and its results are comparable to the results offered by
the static VIP construction scheme.
VII. Conclusion

Fig. 10. Increase in the amount of the traffic covered by VIPs when the
frequency of the VIP construction is doubled.
TABLE II
Average Number of VIP Construction Request for Different
VIP Weight Thresholds
Benchmark
Threshold = T
FFT
266
BARNES
69
LU
293
RADIX
40
RAYTrace
46
OCEAN
211
WATER-Nsquard
347
WATER-Spatial
276

Threshold = 4 × T
58
42
12
18
14
82
58
34

Coverage loss (%)
7.8
1.3
11.2
0.4
0.9
6
9.6
11.9

doubled (from 10 to 20 calls during the benchmark execution
time). The programs with high degree of temporal traffic
variation benefit from higher frequencies. For the programs
with relatively unchanged traffic pattern during the simulation
time (like OCEAN), on the other hand, a low frequency is
more appropriate. Clearly, the suitable frequency depends on
the program behavior; so, for the future work we intend to
develop a mechanism for setting the frequency at run-time.
F. Dynamic VIPs: Multicore SoC Results
To evaluate the effect of the proposed dynamic VIP construction mechanism on multicore SoCs, we use the MMS programs, namely H.263 encoder, H.263 decoder, MP3 encoder,
and MP3 decoder. These benchmarks use the same cores and
we run them on a 4 × 3 mesh-based NoC one at a time in
consecutive periods with packets generated with exponential
distribution and the communication rates between any two
nodes are set to be proportional to the communication volume
between them in the task-graph. The cores are mapped using
the baseline NMAP based on a CTG generated by integrating
the CTG of all four benchmarks into a single CTG.
The results are compared to a conventional NoC with fourstage pipelined routers using X-Y routing. The conventional
NoC uses the same mapping as the VIP-enabled one. Both
NoCs work at 150 MHz with 64-bit wide flits, 2 VCs per
port, 16-flit deep buffers, and 8-flit packets. The same

In this paper, we presented a packet-switched router architecture that can results in lower power consumption and packet
latency by dedicating VIP connections between the source
and destination nodes of heavy communication flows. This
is achieved by means of a subset of VCs which bypass the
pipeline of the intermediate routers along the path. Amongst
different potential applications of the VIP connections, we
focused on power and latency reduction and developed an
application-specific NoC design methodology which statically
constructs VIPs for an application. Simulation results using
some multicore SoC benchmarks showed that, compared to
some conventional NoC designs, the proposed architecture
noticeably improves the NoC performance and power consumption. We also addressed run-time construction of VIPs
using a light-weight setup network. Since in multicore SoCs
and CMPs, each node tends to have a small number of favored
destinations for the messages it sends, most of the on-chip
traffic is directed through the VIP connections and considerable power and performance improvement can be achieved.
Simulating the proposed NoC architecture using synthetic and
realistic benchmarks with different NoC parameters confirmed
such improvements and showed that the VIPs outperform the
two efficient methods reported in the literature, i.e., EVCs and
speculative pipelined routers.
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